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Abstract

Photometric stereo is a well–known technique for recovering surface normals of a surface but requires three or
more images of a surface taken under illumination from different directions. At best, one may dispense with
the need for multiple images by using colored lights tuned to camera filters. But a less restrictive paradigm is
available using the Orientation–from–Color approach, wherein multiple broadband illuminants impinge on a
surface simultaneously. In that method, colors for a Lambertian surface lie on an ellipsoid in color space. The
method has mostly been applied to single–color objects, with ellipsoid quadratic form parameters determined
from a large number of pixels. However, recently Petrov et al. developed an entirely local approach, useful also
for multicolored objects with color uniform ineach patch. Here we investigate to what extent a method like
Petrov’s can be applied in the ostensibly simpler situation in which the complex lighting environment isknown,
i.e. a color photometric stereo situation, with all lights at play at once with only a single image to analyze.
We find that, assuming a simple model of color formation, we are able torecover the object colorsalong with
surface normals, using only a single image. Because we immerse the object in a known lighting environment,
we show that only half of the equations utilized by Petrov are actually needed, making the method more stable.
Nevertheless solutions do not exist at every pixel; instead we may determine a best estimate of patch color
using a robust estimator, and then apply that estimate throughout a patch. Results are shown to be quite good,
compared to ground truth. The simple color model can often be made to hold more exactly by transforming
the color space to one corresponding to spectrally sharpened sensors, which are a matrix transform away from
the actual camera sensors. Here, the reliability andaccuracy of the normal vector and surface color recovery
algorithm is improved by this straightforward transformation.
OCIS numbers: 150.0150 Machine vision, 330.1720 Color vision, 100.2960 Image analysis, 100.3190 Inverse

problems, 999.9999 Shape from Shading.
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1 Introduction

Image formation under simultaneous illumination by a set of colored lights implies that under fairly general
conditions Lambertian surfaces with uniform color have RGB pixel values� that are a linear transform away
from surface normals [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Then� values lie on a quadratic form in color space. Previ-
ously, emphasis has been onrecoveringthe linear transform matrix relating lighting and surface normals, under
unknown lighting conditions, for uniformly–colored surfaces. Petrov and Antonova [10] recently extended the
paradigm examined by considering a surface made up of uniformly–colored curved patches, under complex
lighting. This is the situation we wish to investigate here. (The situation of many colored patches under simple
lighting was investigated in [11].)

Petrov and Antonova show how to locally recover the quadratic form in color space on which a pixel’s RGB
triple lies; however, actually recovering surface normals themselves requires several more steps in a complex
algorithm. As in [4], their method for finding actual surface normals amounts to color image segmentation,
collecting RGB information in a patch, and then minimizing an integrability–error measure, using a type of
simulated annealing algorithm. This last step is necessary because although they recover the quadratic form for
a color patch, they must still derive a rotation to bring recovered surface normals into the correct orientation
with respect to the camera plane. While the equations they derive can indeed be used to locally compute the
quadratic form matrix, here we do not need the complicated rotation-recovery step and can make use of fewer
equations by employingknownlighting. We also demonstrate that a simple color model allows the recovery
of surface colorsonce surface normals are determined, and in fact using more equations does not help for this
additional task.

Petrov and Antonova did not investigate what can be gleaned from a known lighting situation. Here we
mean to extend the usual, known-lighting, photometric stereo (PMS) paradigm to this many–simultaneous–
lights situation and prove in principal that we can recover an approximation of surface normals and surface
colors from a single input image. This is accomplished by the simple assumption that color consists of the
lighting color multiplied component–wise times the surface color. We also find that this color model can often
be made more accurate by a matrix transform of camera sensors into a another, “spectrally sharpened” set of
sensors [12]

Note that while it is feasible to carry out a PMS experiment using tuned, multiplexed narrowband lights
and sensors [13], in essence PMS uses three images under three different lights. Here we use many broadband
lights (at least three) and broadband sensors, with all lights at once creating a single image. We are interested
in determining surface normal and color information from a calibrated lighting environment and will use a very
simple calibration strategy. We find that with calibrated lighting, PMS can proceed in color. The solution uses
the orientation–from–color linear equations relating surface normal with color [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6], as well as the
first partial derivatives of these equations [10]. In contradistinction to [10], we show that it is not necessary
to further use second partial derivative equations for calculating a solution. The solution consists of a quartic
equation in one color component, which may be disambiguated by either ruling out negative values in the other
color components, by ruling out color values that lead to image pixel values that are physically impossible, or
finally by appealing to consistency of the derivative of the solution of the first–derivative equation.

Results are shown to be quite good, both for recovered surface normals and for colors. While color may
not be recoverable at every pixel in each color patch, as long as it is possible to carry out a reasonably accurate
color image segmentation an approximation of the color can be determined by forming a representative of all
colors recovered in a patch. Here, we use a technique from robust statistics to find the best representative color
in each patch — we use the Least Median of Squares (LMS) algorithm to robustly characterize the value of the
mode of the distribution for each color component in a patch. Then if that color value is extended throughout
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the patch one may recover the surface normal at every patch location, not just those with a significant color
solution.

In x2 we recapitulate how complex lighting leads to a linear relationship between surface normal and color.
A cognate paradigm was recently used by Healy et al. [14] wherein an object consistingof flat patches is imaged
twice, once under simple lighting and then again under complex, colored lighting. Healy et al. then use the ratio
image of these two to detect surface normal discontinuities. For completeness that method for surface normal
segmentation is reviewed inx2.2, in the context of a diagonal model of illumination change. One argument in
favor of a diagonal model is the Factor Model of color, wherein color is taken to be the product of colors for
surface and for illuminant. That model is set out inx2.3. Then using the Factor Model, inx3 it is shown how
the color PMS equations specialize when such a simple color model is used. Section 4 shows how it is possible
to solve for color locally in a color PMS situation (with most solution statements relegated to Appendix A).
In x5 it is shown how accuracy of the color model can often be increased by spectrally sharpening the camera
sensors. Experimental results to demonstrate that the method does accomplish its goals are given inx6. In x7
the geometrical meaning of the color PMS equations is outlined, andx8 contains some reflections on alternative
strategies.

2 Color Image Formation

2.1 Linear Transform from Normal to Color

Consider the RGB triple� resulting from some set of lights with spectral power distributionsI i(�) and indexed
by i = 1::L. Suppose all these illuminants impinge on a Lambertian surface with surface spectral reflectance
functionSx(�), under conditions of orthography. If the camera system color sensors have sensitivity functions
q (�) then

� x =
LX
i=1

((a i)Tn x)

Z
I i(�)Sx(�) q (�) d� (1)

wheren x is the surface normal for that pixel, indexed by 2D retinal coordinatesx , and lightI i has normalized
spatial directiona i. Eq. (1) holds if a surface point sees all lights.

Consider a particular patch with uniform surface spectral reflectanceS(�). We note that the colorb i for
light I i(�) reflected from surfaceS(�) is given by

b i
�

Z
I i(�)S(�)q (�) d� : (2)

Thus the basic equation (1) can be rewritten in the simple form [3, 6]

� = B A n ; (3)

where we stack all the directionsa i row–wise into anL � 3 matrixA and group the color space vectorsb i

column–wise into a3� L matrixB :

A =
�
a 1; a 2; : : a L

�T
;B =

�
b 1; b 2; : : b L

�
: (4)

Let
F � B A ; (5)
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so that (3) becomes simply
� = F n : (6)

Thus a linear transform relates color to surface normal. The model breaks down when not every illuminant can
be seen from a particular surface patch, so thatF is not the same there as at a patch illuminated by all lights.
This is the case when the surface is in shadow or is self-shadowed or has specularities or non-uniform color.

For completeness, in sectionx2.2 below we recapitulate how approximations of the full model can be used
to express illuminationchangevia a diagonal model, and how such an approximation has been used to recover
surface normal information for surfaces with planarflat areas with nonuniform color. But again, here we do not
wish to change the illumination, and in fact we focus oncurvedsurfaces that have piecewise-uniform patches
of color.

2.2 Diagonal Model of Illumination Change

In [14] two different lighting environments are used, each in turn lighting the same scene, to segment surface
normals for planar patches. The idea is that adiagonalmodel sufficiently well captures lighting change, so that
a ratio image apprehends the lighting change. Then segmentation of the ratio image also segments planar patch
normal changes.

A diagonal model of image formation can be defended using a variety of arguments, including the idea
that very narrowband sensors imply a diagonal transform for flat patches [15] or the argument that a surface
spectral reflection can be fairly well approximated as a dimension–3 expansion in a finite–dimensional–model
(FDM) basis set [16, 17]. Healey et al. use the latter assumption in [14] to support planar–patch surface normal
segmentation by switching lighting environments. Another supporting argument for a diagonal model relates
to the Factor Model of image formation, discussed below. The Factor Model argument has been used to justify
a diagonal model for tasks such as image indexing [15] or video segmentation [18]. In this paper we are not
changing the illumination.

2.3 Factor Model of Image Formation

In computer graphics a simple approach to approximating color for reflected light consists of multiplying the
RGB triple for the illuminant times that for the surface. In terms of eq. (1) this amounts to approximating the
color eq. (2) with componentsbik by

bik ' sk�
i
k=�k ; k = 1::3 (7)

wheresk is the surface color under equi-energy white light

sk =

Z
S(�)qk(�)d� (8)

and�ik is the color of theith illuminant,

�ik =
Z
I i(�)qk(�)d� : (9)

The camera scaling term is

�k =
Z
qk(�)d� : (10)

Borges [19] carefully considered this approximation and showed that it is accurate provided theilluminant is
“white enough”. In practice, the light can be relatively non–white and still giveaccurate enough results under
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a Factor Model. (For a flat colored surface the Factor Model leads to a diagonal model of illuminant change
[15]).

Here we shall make use of this approximation to derive the locus in color space for each of many uniformly–
colored patches, for a curved surface.

3 Color Ellipsoids under Piecewise–Uniform Factor Model

3.1 Color Ellipsoid for One Uniformly–Colored Patch: Calibration

For a single patch with uniform surface spectral reflectanceS(�), colors live on an ellipsoidal surface in 3–
dimensional in color space [3, 4] since eq. (6) implies that

1 � n Tn = � TG TG � = � TH �

with G = F �1 ; H = G TG : (11)

Matrix F is invertible if it is rank 3; it will be full rank if the factor matricesB andA are full rank, rank 3.
The latter pair of matrices are full rank if lighting directions are linearly independent and if colorsb i are also
linearly independent. Colorsb i are all positive numbers and we can ensure thatA is positive–definite, making
F also positive–definite. Thus colors lie on anellipsoidin color space.

Note that if we employ a white calibration sphere [13, 20] it is quite simple to calibrate for matrixF — the
kth row in matrixF is derived from the pixel with the maximum intensity in thekth color band of the sphere
image.

3.2 Ellipsoids for Many Uniformly–Colored Patches

Suppose that we first calibrate our lighting environment using a white sphere, so that matrixF in eq. (5) is
known. Now suppose an unknown shape, that has a surface painted with uniform patches of color, is immersed
in the calibrated lighting environment.

Let us use a concrete synthetic exemplar image for which ground truth for both colors and surface normals
are known, so as to be able to compare results with known values. Fig. 1(a) shows a laser range image for a
plaster bust and Fig. 1(b) shows the image resulting from a Lambertian assumption, with surface reflectance
equal to the first 15 patches from the Macbeth ColorChecker standard target image [21], plus the first neutral
from that target. Here we have illuminated the depth map using the three illuminants shown in Fig. 2(a), from
(tilt, slant) directions(�60�; 30�), (�120�; 30�), and (90�; 30�). Camera sensitivities were taken to be as
shown in Fig. 2(b). A white sphere, immersed in the same complex lighting environment, results in the image
in Fig. 1(c).

These figures are printed in black and white but may be viewed in color at [22].
To indicate that eq. (5) refers to the calibration conditions, denote the originalF asF0 and its inverse as

G0 . The absolute numbers inF0 will depend on exposure control and the brightness of the illuminants. Note
that we are using linear RGB’s and the present method requires including linearization from any camera gamma
setting as well as dark current subtraction.

Writing matrixF0 in eq. (6) in terms of three 3–vectorsf k ; k = 1::3 as

F0 =

2
64

(f
1
)T

(f
2
)T

(f
3
)T

3
75 (12)
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we note that however we set up the lighting environment, the maximum pixel value in any channel is governed
by the norm of the 3-vectorf in that channel:

max(pixel value) = kf kk ; k = 1::3 : (13)

To see this, denote normalized vectors bycf k and note that the brightness in thekth channel is

�k = (f k)n = kf kk(
cf k)

Tn � kf kk (14)

This observation allows us to screen out possibly unphysical colors, below. Fig. 1(c) includes an indication of
the direction of vectorsf k .

Suppose we now make use of a factor model of color image formation. Then in each uniformly–colored
patch, since we multiply matrixB by a3�3 diagonal matrix, we also change the effective lighting environment
F by a diagonal transformD :

F = D F0 ; D = diag(dk) � diag(sk=�k) ; (15)

with diagonal elementsdk equal to the surface color componentssk from eq. (8), divided by the camera scales
(10), and pixel RGB is given by

� = F n = D F0 n (16)

with
(F0 )kj =

X
i

�ika
i
j : (17)

Then in that patch colors are governed by a quadratic form with symmetric, positive–definite matrixH given
by

H = G TG = D �1G0
TG0 D

�1 = E H0 E where E � D �1 ; H0 = G0
TG0 : (18)

Thus for pixels that derive from the same patch and that see all lights, we have the fundamental equation

� TE H0 E � = 1 : (19)

Surface color information is thus contained in diagonal matrixE ; here we aim to recover this color information
and also surface normals, with matrixH0 assumed as given.

Note that to truly have an ellipsoidal surface and not a degenerate one [5] both lighting (matrixF0 ) and
surface (the collection of normalsn in the patch) must be rank–3. I.e., in this paper we are assuming that
surfaces arecurved: the proposed method will not work for flat, planar patches.

Petrov and Antonova [10] proceed torecoveran unknownmatrixH = G TG (with no factor model)
using entirely local operations, by taking derivatives of eq. (11). This approach stands in contradistinction to
previous methods that recover unknown matrixH for a collection of lights by using the statisticsof many pixels
in a patch, and so are nonlocal [3, 4, 6]. For flat uniformly–colored patches, derivatives would be zero and hence
the method could not apply. Let us apply this approach to a model that assumes the factor approximation.

Taking first partial derivatives of the version of eq. (11) that separates color information from lighting
information, eq. (19), and assuming matrixE is constant in a patch, we have

� TE H0 E � x = 0

� TE H0 E � y = 0 (20)
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Finally, taking second partial derivatives we also have

� T
xE H0 E � x + � TE H0 E � xx = 0

� T
yE H0 E � x + � TE H0 E � xy = 0

� T
yE H0 E � y + � TE H0 E � yy = 0 (21)

However, Petrov and Antonova [10] indicate that a solution of the above set of six equations eqs. (19, 20,
21) is fragile: “For reasons that are not clear, the algorithm sometimes fails to recover a unique rotation.” “... and
we have to use a careful strategy for resolving the system.” “It is necessary that a computer implementation of
[their] formulae 12 to use carefully regularized algorithms of matrix inversion and derivative estimation.” Here
we wish to derive a solution for a situation that is simpler in principle, albeit with known lighting environment,
in order to be able to dispense with the last three equations, eqs. (21). Since the method uses lower order partial
derivatives in the image, one expects much greater stability than for Petrov et al.’s algorithm. In a known-
lighting, color photometric stereo setting, we should be able to solve for the three unknownsek; k = 1::3 in the
diagonal matrix

E � diag(e1; e2; e3) = diag(1=d1; 1=d2; 1=d3) = diag(�k=sk) (22)

by making use of the three equations (19,20) only. Since each solution is local, we thus find color locally in
each uniformly–colored patch, with problems only on a color edge or at a pixel that does not see all lights.

4 Solution of Color–Ellipsoid Equations

We can begin to solve the set of equations (19, 20) by first noting that eqs. (20) can be written

� TE H0 E r� = 0 : (23)

Here, the gradient is a spatial operator applied to each color component separately. Although it is not standard
to apply a gradient to a vector in this way, there is no ambiguity here because the vector components span a
space different from the space in which the vector operator is applied. Hence the color-vector components act
as separate scalars with respect to spatial operations. Color as a vector-valued function is not like electric field
(in which each component is associated with a spatial direction).

Thus a solution is necessarily of the form (cf. the similar solution in [10])

E H0 E � =
� x � � y

� T (� x � � y)
� v : (24)

This vector is correctly orthogonal tor� and also satisfies eq.(19).
At this point, since we have separated color from lighting and as well we mean to provide a known matrix

H0 , we part company with Petrov and Antonova’s approach [10].
Now our set of nonlinear equations to solve for the three unknownsek is the set of three equations (24).

The right hand side of eq. (24) consists of a vector that is calculated from measured data only.
With the definition (24) of vectorv , eq. (19) is automatically satisfied and the components of vectorv must

obey the condition
� Tv = 1 : (25)

Note that if we happened toknowthe normaln at the current pixel, then in fact substitution of (16) into the left
hand side of eq. (24) would allow us to explicitly write vectorv asv = E G0

Tn .
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Eq.(24) constitutes three nonlinear equations in the unknown color-ratio triplee . The solution is given in
Appendix A; its heart is the set of roots of a quartic equation in the square of one of the components ofe . Since
e is necessarily positive because it consists of the inverse of a set of colors, there are at most four real solutions.
Below, we explore the meaning of these solutions — they amount to solutions of all points on a given ellipsoid
where the ellipsoid normal equals a given vector, divided by the components of the ellipsoid point itself. The
fact that there may be more than one root can result in an ambiguity. Fortunately, this ambiguity can usually be
resolved by the fact that only one solution leads to a maximum RGB value in the physically–possible range.

Firstly, we note that the factor model of color may lead to equations with no real solutions — the actual
image� may be too far from a factor model approximation. And in fact below, inx6, we find that there are
some pixels that give no solution. Also, there may be pixels that lead to multiple solutions.

Nevertheless in most situations if there are multiple solutions at least some of them will lead to negative
values of some color componentse . The reason is that, while the solution is a quartic equation in one of the
components ofe , say(e3)2, so that we usually find some positive solutions fore3, the remaining equations for
e1 ande2 may yield negative values. We exclude any solution that does so.

As well, some solutions may be unphysical. Recall from eq. (13) that the maximum pixel value in any
channel is given by the norm of the corresponding row of matrixF0 . However, from eq. (15) we also have
that if the surface is not white, the maximum pixel value is multiplied by the diagonal componentdk for that
channel. Thus values recovered for elementsdk should be less than unity or we could have colors that are
whiter than white and thus impossible. Therefore a useful criterion for culling incorrect solutionsek = 1=dk is
that these should obey the constraint

ek � 1 : (26)

Finally, in any remaining case for which that there are still multiple solutions, the correct one may be
disambiguated by a further derivative of eq. (24):

E H E r� = rv : (27)

For surviving multiple solutions, we take thate with minimum value of

kE H E � x � v xk
2 + kE H E � y � v yk

2 : (28)

Note that this is not the same as using the set of higher–order derivative equations (21) to find the color, since
here we may merely have toselectthe correct solution, rather than using higher order derivatives to solve for a
solution. For completeness, Petrov and Antonova’s solution for matrixH is included in Appendix B.

The color image Fig. 1(b) can clearly be easily segmented by a variety of means [23]. If justsomepixels are
available in each segment, nevertheless we may still recover approximate surface normals, not just where pixels
have solutions for color-ratiose , but throughout the patch. Here we apply a robust LMS mode–finder [24] to
the problem of distinguishing the statistically best value of each component ofe in a patch. Then, applying that
same diagonal matrixE throughout the patch, the approximation of surface normals is

n ' G0 E � with G0 = F0
�1 : (29)

Since we are partly relying on an image segmentation we might ask why don’t we simply estimate matrix
H in each patch separately and thus recover surface normals? The answer is that simply estimatingH , or
better yetF using some assumptions (cf. [9]), does no better at producing an estimate of color for us, and
may in fact do worse. For suppose we first estimate matrixH = G TG from RGB values� in a patch, e.g.
employing a Least Median of Squares estimate, as advocated in [6] or using Petrov and Antonova’s solution
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method. Firstly, unlessH is exactlydiagonally related toH0 , there is no solution forE from E H0 E =
H . Secondly, suppose instead that we find a least squares estimate of inverse ratioE = diag(e ) via a
minimizationmin

P
kE H0 E �H k

2. Thene1 = e2 = e3 = 0 is now a solution found (the constant term
drops out after differentiation of the least squares objective); this solution is not present in the method outlined
in this paper. Moreover, since we have introduced error with our statistical or other estimate ofH , not all the
solutions found in the present approach may indeed be found by a minimization and, worse, more solutions are
introduced.

5 Spectral Sharpening

The accuracy of the method presented depends upon that of the factor model eq. (7), and the accuracy of the
latter can often be improved by carrying out a spectral sharpening operation on the camera sensors of Fig. 2(b).
Spectral sharpening [12] consists of a3 � 3 matrix transformM on the camera sensor setQ , such that each
curve’s “energy” is better concentrated in a small sharpening interval, a subset of the visible wavelength range.
The rationale here is that for perfectly sharp, delta-function sensors the factor model approximation (7) holds
exactly.

Fig. 2(c) shows the camera sensors sharpened in wavelength intervals [600–640], [520–560], and [450–490]
in the R,G, and B channels respectively.

Note that the derived sensors are not all-positive. Nevertheless, the sensors shown in fact produce only
positive RGB values (cf. [25]), and yet are very close to the best possible sharpened sensors with negative lobes
allowed (that do produce negative colors). The utilityof using sharpened sensors that produce only non-negative
RGB values is that the condition (26) still holds and can be used to constrain correct solutions.

In the color-transformed space, all the statements made so far still apply; in particular, we can still use
eq. (29) to derive recovered surface normals, provided that all quantities are written in the sharpened color
space.

If matrixM produces sharpened sensorsQ 0 from unsharpened onesQ via

Q 0 = M Q (30)

then colors in the transformed space are given by

� 0 = M � : (31)

Hence all other color quantities are also transformed in the same way:

b 0 = M b ;

� 0 = M � ;

s 0 = M s ;

B 0 = M B ;

F0
0 = M F0 ;

F 0 = M F

(32)

wheres = diag(s1; s2; s3).
Thus the algorithm we employ is as follows:

1. Form the image in spectrally-sharpened color space, by matrix multiplication of the original image:
� 0 = M � :
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2. Form image derivatives� 0

x;y and vectorsf 0.

3. Derive a solution set of factor model multipliersE 0 = diag(e0k) and surface normal vectorsn

n ' G0
0E 0� 0 : (33)

4. The inverse of our solutionE 0 gives a color-multiplier diagonal matrix

D 0 = diag(d0k) � diag(s0k=�
0

k) (34)

so that colorss0k defined in the transformed space are given by

diag(s0k) = D 0diag(�0k) : (35)

5. Finally, transform the uniform patch colors back to the original color space via

diag(sk) = M �1diag(s0k) : (36)

Colorssk are the colors of the surface as seen under white light.

In trials, we found that spectral sharpening improved the performance of the algorithm, for the camera
data used here.

6 Simulation Results

Firstly, it is of interest just how accurate the factor model of color is. For the 16 patches in Fig. 1(b), let us
consider how well colorsb i, under lightI i(�), are approximated. The correct colorsb are given by eq. (2),
whereas the factor model approximationsbb are given by eq. (7). For each of the 16 patches and each of the
three illuminants used, let us use an error indicator

error � kb � bb k=kb k ; (37)

written as a percentage. Here we find that the median error value for colorsb is 8.2%. However, the maximum
error is 54.5%, so that for at least some of the patches and illuminants, the factor model breaks down.

However, spectral sharpening substantially improves matters for the camera sensor data used here. Fig. 2(c)
shows the spectrally sharpened camera sensors. Although these curves have negative lobes, nevertheless they
produce only non-negative RGB values.

For sharpened colors, the median factor model error is now 5.4% and the maximum error is 44.9%.
Let us determine which patches give the worst errors. Patches are numbered from 1 to 16 in Fig. 1(b) in

row-major order from top-left to bottom-right. Averaging over all lights, the minimum error of 1.3% results
from patch #16, the neutral color. The maximum error of 29.4% is for patch #15, which is a strong red. The
largest errors are thus for the most saturated colors: other high errors are 13.2% for #7, a strong orange, 12.2%
for #9, a moderate red, and 18.5% for #10, a deep purple. Thus we could expect problems from these patches.
However, another main source of error is shadowing, since the color formation model breaks down in shadows.
As we shall see below, problems also turn out to occur in patches #4, 9, and 12. Patches #4 and 12 are recovered
inaccurately simply because there is a dearth of data in those patches: the figure intersects with the checkerboard
of color mapped onto the range image in very few pixels. Patch #9 has problems because it is most in shadow
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from the lights: 83% of the patch lies in shadow from at least one of the lights. Recall that the algorithm
flags problems if no solution is possible, or if negative or impossible colors arise. For the problematic patches
identified, not many pixels are available for solution.

Running the algorithm presented inx4 and 5 and in Appendix A, we arrive at estimates for colorss in each
patch. Table 1 gives the number of pixels that are possibly available to the algorithm to use in determininge in
a patch, for a 128�128 image. As well, Table 1 shows how many pixels are actually used. For several of the
patches, very few pixels are available for a solution. Fig. 3(a) shows areas of the image where in fact the surface
is in shadow from at least one of the lights. White pixels are in shadow. This mask image is not recovered from
the algorithm but is shown simply for comparison with the mask image of Fig. 3(b); here, white pixels show
where at least one solution exists. We note that solutions do not exist where shadows lie. As well, there are
problems in some patches where the factor model does not do well.

Nevertheless we may still find the ratiose 0 in each patch using a robust mode–finder separately for each
componente0k for each patch, and from them derive unsharpened colorss . Here, we use the LMS method, for
one-dimensional data [24]. Table 1 shows the errors, defined after the fashion of eq. (37), for vectorss . The
median error is 7.1%, which is remarkably good considering how few pixels were used in some patches. If we
are mostly interested in hue and saturation, rather than 3-dimensional color, then we can examine the errors in
chromaticity, defined as the 2-vector(r; g) = (R;G)=(R+G+B). Table 1 shows the errors for chromaticity;
the median error value is 3.3%.

Using the robustly–determined inverse ratiose 0 we may apply eq. (33) for surface normal recovery either
indiscriminately to every pixel in a patch, or else just to selected pixels. We may wish to apply that equation
only to the pixels with solutions fore 0, shown in Fig. 3(b); or else make use of the inlier/outlier discrimination
estimate provided automatically by the LMS mode estimator, and apply eq. (33) just to inliers. Here we apply
the normal recovery equation to all pixels, with result as shown in Fig. 4(a). This figure shows the recovered
surface normals, illuminated from direction(0; 0; 1).

Note that eq. (33) does not, in fact, guarantee normalized, length–1, normal vectorsn ; in fact, most nor-
mal vectors recovered are indeed length–1, with exceptions principally at color borders and at the occluding
boundary.

In comparison, Fig. 4(b) shows the actual surface normals, shaded in the same way. These figures show that
the recovery method has performed quite well. A more explicit measure of goodness is provided by an angular
error measurecos�1(n̂ � n =(kn̂ kkn k)), applied to normal vector estimateŝn . Recovered surface normals
have a median angular error of only4:96�.

Fig. 5(a) shows the recovered surface with recovered color as seen under white light. For comparison,
Fig. 5(b) shows the actual surface and actual colors, as seen under white light. The worst color error, as shown
in Table 1, is in patch #15, the patch that has the most saturated color. Considering the small number of pixels
available in patches #4, 9, and 12, the chromaticity errors are surprisingly small, comparable to those of the
other patches.

7 Meaning of Color Equations

We can better understand why there may be multiple solutions to eq. (24) by defining a new diagonal matrix
composed from the elements of the RGB vector� :

R = diag(�1; �2; �3) : (38)
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Then commutingE andR , the condition eq. (19) may be rewritten

e T (RH0 R )e = 1 : (39)

Multiplying the main equation which must be solved, eq. (24), byR yields

E (RH0 R )e = R v : (40)

Thus at any pixel� (with matrixR ), according to eq. (39) we seek a solution vectore that lies on the
quadratic form(RH0 R ). At a solution color-ratio vectore , we must also have the normal vector to the
ellipsoid(RH0 R ) equal to the given vectorR v , multiplied by the diagonal matrixE �1 = D :

(RH0 R )e = D (R v ) : (41)

(The left–hand–side of the above equation is the normal vector to the quadratic form at pointe because for a
quadratic formA , taking the derivative ofx TA x gives2A x , so that the normal vector atx is proportional
toA x . Only along the principal axes is the normal alongx .)

Eq. (41) states that at a solution pointe on the quadratic form(RH0 R ), the normal vector equals a
specified vector(R v ) divided by the components of the pointe = (e1; e2; e3)

T .
Fig. 6 shows the quadratic form for a particular RGB point� for the Mozart image ofx6, in thee1; e2; e3

space. For this particular color point, chosen because eqs. (19,24) have four solutions there, two solutions
have negative values ofe3, but there are two solutions properly in the first octant. The figure shows the vector
(RH0 R )e for each of the four solution pointse . None of these vectors equals the normal vector at its
associated solution pointe , but each vector equals the same vectorR v , divided by the components ofe .

8 Conclusions

We have shown that, by assuming known light sources and a factor model for illuminant-surface interaction,
it is possible to recover surface normals using only half the equations posed by Petrov, and that it is possible
to recover color as well. Color solutions available in each patch are extended throughout that patch, yielding
approximate surface normal recovery at all pixels, and results are quite encouraging both for recovered normals
and colors.

In x4 we noted that simply solving for the color space ellipsoid in a patch does not necessarily tell us what
the color is there. This is because a minimization of

P
kE H0 E �H k2 usually produces more, not fewer

solutionse and may miss the correct one produced by the present method.
Another possibility is a minimization ateach pixel that views eq. (24) relating vectore to vectorv as a

statistical statement: suppose we perform a minimizationminkE H E � � v k2. This indeed finds all the
solutions that eqs. (19, 24) do, along with a new incorrect solutione1 = e2 = e3 = 0, but as well there is also
a collection of new, spurious local minima.

Another approach might be a color approximation with higher order nonlinear terms than the factor model.
However, such an approach would detract from the pleasing simplicity of that model.

Perhaps most important would be an investigation into just what illuminant colors and positions could most
reliably give good results in the method presented here. The matrices involved are most likely to be full rank
if lighting colors are saturated (i.e., colorful); whereas the factor model works best for desaturated lights. The
color ellipsoids are more sphere-like if the lights are well separated in space; however that circumstance exactly
produces the most self–shadowing. Thus there are number of tradeoffs that must be reconciled. That task will
be pursued elsewhere.
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Appendix A: Solution of Color Equations

Firstly the constraint (25), which amounts to eq. (19), implies

v3 = (1� �1v1 � �2v2)=�3 (A1)

so that only two components ofv need be computed.
We need to solve the set of equations (24). Simplifying notation by writing(H0 )jk asHjk ,

eq. (24) reads
e2
1
H11�1 + e1e2H12�2 + e1e3H13�3 = v1

e1e2H12�1 + e2
2
H22�2 + e2e3H23�3 = v2

e1e3H13�1 + e2e3H23�2 + e2
3
H33�3 = v3

(A2)

or, if we make the substitutionsx = e1, y = e2, z = e3, and�k = H1k�k=v1,
�k = H2k�k=v2, k = H3k�k=v3, these equations read

�1x+ �2y + �3z = 1=x (A3)

�1x+ �2y + �3z = 1=y (A4)

1x+ 2y + 3z = 1=z (A5)

Defining, further,p = x=z, q = y=z, then the ratios of eqs. (A3) and (A5), and eqs. (A4) and (A5), give the
two equations

1p+ 2q + 3 = �1p
2 + �2pq + �3p (A6)

1p+ 2q + 3 = �1pq + �2q
2 + �3q (A7)

We can solve (A6) forq easily, since the equation is linear inq. Substituting into (A7) yields a quartic equation
in p, as follows:

�(p) = d0 + d1p+ d2p
2 + d3p

3 + d4p
4 = 0 (A8)

with coefficients

d0 = ��2(3)
2 + �323

d1 = ��2�33 � �223 + 2�3�23 � �3�32 + �3(2)
2+

�123 � 2�213 + �312

d2 = 2�1�23 � �1�32 + �1(2)2 + (�2)23 + �2�3�3�

�2�32 � �2�13 � �2�31 � �212 � (�3)2

�2 � �3�12 + 2�3�21 + �112 � �2(1)
2

d3 = �1�2�3 � �1�22 � 2�1�3�2 � �1�12 + 2�1�21+
(�2)21 + �2�3�1 � �2�11

d4 = �(�1)2�2 + �1�2�1

(A9)

Now we can substitute the solution forp back into (A6) and findq. To findz, we divide eq. (A5) byz, yielding
an equation forz2 in p andq. We take the positive square root solution forz, and then retrieve the other
components viax = pz, y = qz.

Thus solutions for all components ofe can be written in terms of the square of one of the components, say
(e3)2, in terms of a quartic functionf with (e3)2 = f(H0 ).
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Appendix B: Recovery of Quadratic Form from Higher-Order Equations

For completeness, we also show Petrov and Antonova’s solution for eqs. (19), (20), and (21) for recovering
the quadratic form matrixH . (They do not recover color; recovery of surface normals requires subsequent
simulated annealing in each patch.)

Since they do not use a factor model, readH for E H0 E in eq. (24). Their solution for matrixH is
given by inverting the set of equations (20), (21) once the solution (24) is substituted. Eqs. (20,21), once (24)
is inserted, are as follows: 2

64
� T

� x
T

� y
T

3
75H � x =

2
64

0
� xx

T v

� xy
T v

3
75

2
64
� T

� x
T

� y
T

3
75H � y =

2
64

0
� xy

T v

� yy
T v

3
75

(B1)

and combining these a solution forH follows.
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Table Caption

Table 1: For a128 � 128 image, patches intersect the figure inPoss.Pixels points. The actual number
of pixels used in determining color is shown asActual Pixels . Percentage errors in recovered color and
chromaticity is shown asColor Error andChromaticity Error . The median color error is 7.1% and
the median chromaticity error is 3.3%.

Figure Captions

Fig. 1: (a): Radar range image. (b): Lambertian surface with surface reflectance of 16 Macbeth patches, simul-
taneously illuminated by three illuminants. (c): White Lambertian sphere in same lighting. Symbolsr,g,b
mark location of maxima in R, G, and B channels.

Fig. 2: (a): Three illuminants. Equi-energy white light is also shown. (b): Camera sensitivities. (c): Sharp-
ened camera sensitivities.

Fig. 3: (a): Pixels self–shadowed from at least one light. (b): Pixels with solutions for ratiose 0.
Fig. 4: (a): Recovered normals, shaded from(0; 0; 1). (b): Ground truth normal vectors, also shaded from

(0; 0; 1).
Fig. 5: (a): Recovered surface with recovered color as seen under white light. (b): Ground truth surface and

colors under white light.
Fig. 6: Ellipsoid ine1; e2; e3 space associated with a particular RGB point, with four solutions for normal

vector equal to a given vector divided by the ellipsoid coordinates.
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Patch # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Poss. Pixels 231 847 828 75 602 1024 1024 332
Actual Pixels 32 281 384 7 253 728 524 70
Color Error 9.3% 3.8% 3.1% 19.3% 2.1% 7.4% 1.1% 23.7%
Chromaticity Error 2.2% 2.8% 2.3% 6.4% 2.9% 3.7% 0.9% 7.1%

Patch # 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Poss. Pixels 280 1024 1013 59 611 1024 1024 744
Actual Pixels 17 407 397 7 245 703 250 304
Color Error 29.0% 15.6% 3.0% 47.4% 6.9% 5.1% 53.4% 2.0%
Chromaticity Error 10.0% 6.6% 2.1% 18.5% 21.0% 4.6% 2.9% 1.2%

Table 1:
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